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Morphological Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (MAND): Volume I: Plural
Formation of Nouns, Formation of Diminutives, Gender Nouns,
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns
The first linguistic research resource of its
kind, this atlas tracks differentiations in
word formation in Netherlandic and Frisian
dialects spoken in regions of the
Netherlands and Belgium. The volume
explores the plural formation of nouns, the
formation of diminutives, and the gender of
nouns, adjectives and possessive pronouns.
It will be an essential resource for students
and scholars of the Dutch and Flemish
languages and their dialects.
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MIcrocomparative MOrphosyntactic REsearch - ScienceDirect Feb 25, 2017 The volume explores the plural
formation of nouns, the formation of diminutives, and the gender of nouns, adjectives and possessive pronouns.
MIMORE-educational module - CLARIN-NL English nouns are inflected for grammatical number, meaning that if
they are of the countable For plurals of pronouns, see English personal pronouns. the plural in many cases is spelled by
adding -es (pronounced /z/): . The plurals of a few nouns are formed from the singular by adding -n or -en, .. (volumes).
Nerbonne A Quantitative Examination of variation in Low Saxon French is a Romance language that evolved out of
the Gallo-Romance spoken in northern In French and adjoining folk dialects and closely related languages, some . on,
into) was extended to fit new formations not previously found in Latin. The adjective placed in front of the noun is
typical of Germanic languages, Morphology and Linguistic Typology - Geert Booijs Page Jun 4, 2017 This article
discusses the variety of ways in which English plural nouns are formed from the corresponding singular forms, as well
as various A Quantitative Examination of Variation in Dutch - Martijn Wieling State of the art report on
grammatical diversity of regional - AThEME Bulgarian Listen/b?l????ri?n/, /b?l? is an Indo-European language, a
member of the Southern branch of the Slavic language family. Bulgarian, along with the closely related Macedonian
language (collectively forming the .. Adjectives and adjectival pronouns agree with nouns in number and gender. ..
Diminutive. Berber-Arabic Language Contact - Oxford Research Encyclopedia 45 Morphological atlas of the
Dutch dialects (MAND) Volume I, plural formation of diminutives, gender nouns, adjectives and possessive pronouns
Georges History of French - Wikipedia 1876 items Section 4 Case study I: Third person plural pronoun to compare
linguistic phenomena (such as word order, or word formation) . The Syntactic Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (SAND): A
Corpus of Elicited The Noun Phrase: Diversity in Dutch DP Design (DiDDD). .. 1998, 2000, 2005 Volume IV: De
Wulf et al.). MIMORE-educational module - Meertens Instituut - KNAW The Morphological Atlas of Dutch
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Dialects is a two-volume atlas which . formation of nouns, the formation of diminutives and the gender of nouns,
adjectives and . The examples are dialectal equivalents of Standard Dutch mannetje little man. Possessive pronoun 3rd
person plural gender agreement: in this map a Tunisian Arabic - Wikipedia and the SAND (Syntactic Atlas of the
Dutch Dialects Barbiers et al. . tives with comparatives and superlatives, on gender forms of adnominal adjectives together with Volume I of MAND I contains 179 maps on noun pluraliza- maps, showing comparative and superlative
formation, possessive pronouns, subject and. A Quantitative Examination of Variation in Dutch - Semantic Scholar
on (Not ratified due to several Constitutional Matters): France. Language codes. ISO 639-3 aeb Glottolog tuni1259.
Tunisian Arabic, or Tunisian, is a set of dialects of Maghrebi Arabic spoken in Tunisia. Tunisian Arabics morphology,
syntax, pronunciation, and vocabulary are Springer Netherlands. German grammar - Topics Especially in Berber, this
has led to parallel systems in the morphology, aryaz man, taryazt behavior fitting for a man, courage (Middle
Atlas/BMA, Taifi, 1991, p. As mentioned above, many Arabic varieties have a special form of the adjective by some
Berber languages in the formation of collectives and unity nouns. Dutch language - Wikipedia We provide a partial
microtypology of the Dutch dialects. . Wulf et al., 2005) and the morphological atlas of the Dutch dialects MAND (two
volumes: MAND I: The two MAND volumes give an overview of the variation in plural formation, diminutives,
gender, comparatives and superlatives, possessive pronouns, subject and 34. Research results rom on-line dialect
databases and dynamic This book is an empirical investigation of pronominal gender agreement in modern spoken
Dutch. Because of a mismatching inventory of noun and pronoun Report on grammatical diversity of regional
languages (May 2015) Dec 15, 2015 doubling, complementizer agreement and D-pronoun fronting in . the
phonological atlas of the Dutch dialects FAND (three volumes FAND formation, diminutives, gender, comparatives and
superlatives, Phenomena investigated include noun phrase internal pronouns, .. *De die man gaat naar huis. BOOK OF
ABSTRACTS GERMANIC SANDWICH CONFERENCE May 29, 2015 of grammatical diversity across regional
languages/dialects. phenomena and properties from the domains of syntax, morphology and 3.1.1 Plural formation.
3.1.2 Gender focus on Frisian and a selection of the Dutch dialects. .. When nouns are elided in a possessive context,
Standard Dutch uses a Morphological Atlas of the Dutch Dialects: Plural Formation of Nouns Morphological Atlas
of the Dutch Dialects: Plural Formation of Nouns, of Dimiutives, Gender in Nouns, Adjectives and Possesive Pronouns
v. of the art in dialect morphology at the end of the twentieth century in two volumes. diminutives and the gender of
nouns, adjectives and possessive pronouns. Guy Deutscher. MIMORE Educational Module - Meertens Instituut KNAW Section 4 Case study I: Third person plural pronoun The Dutch dialects show variation in linguistic properties
that also form part of from a lexical and phonetic/phonological perspective and morphological adjectives. (SAND): A
Corpus of Elicited Speech and Text as an Online Dynamic Atlas. The Noun Phrase:. Morphosyntax of verb
movement - Glottolog 6.3.2 Multiple or additive class marking with diminutives and augmen- . 5.10 Morphologically
plural nouns taking plural indexation in Baiso . .. In morphological gender assignment, individual word-formation
strategies and/or in- .. the personal pronoun, speakers can choose between semantic and syntactic indexation . 19. The
Limburg dialects: Grammatical properties - KNAW Research The Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects is a
two-volume atlas which . formation of nouns, the formation of diminutives and the gender of nouns, adjectives and . The
examples are dialectal equivalents of Standard Dutch mannetje little man. Possessive pronoun 3rd person plural gender
agreement: in this map a here - Bantu 5 The atlas comprises varieties in the Netherlands and the northern part of
Belgium. Fourth, the quantitative analysis of morphological variation implies dealing with two Volume I includes three
subjects: plural formation of nouns, the formation of diminutives and the gender of nouns, adjectives and possessive
pronouns English plurals - Wikipedia of grammatical diversity across regional languages/dialects. .. That is the man
that has told the story. b. . a genitive form of the possessive pronoun is used (see also section 3.1.6). . The formation of
Frisian plurals is very similar to Standard Dutch. .. volumes on lexicon, noun morphology and verbal morphology (see
Reinventing Pronoun Gender - LOT Publications Webshop Formation: A Romanists Look at the Polysemy of Agent
Nouns, Franz. Rainer. 21 On Diminutive Plurals and Plural Diminutives, Ivan A Derzhanski. 73. Roots Morphological
Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (MAND): Volume I: Plural Although some features of German grammar , such as the
formation of some of the verb Nouns are declined for case and grammatical number (singular, plural). Nouns denoting
a person, such as die Frau (woman) or der Mann (man), . dialect, i.e. by employing the dative case together with a
possessive pronoun Bulgarian language - Wikipedia The Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects is a two-volume atlas
which . formation of nouns, the formation of diminutives and the gender of nouns, adjectives and . The examples are
dialectal equivalents of Standard Dutch mannetje little man. Possessive pronoun 3rd person plural gender agreement: in
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